SHATTER (SIIU) INTERVENTION INVESTIGATIVE UNIT

14 WEEK TRAINING COURSE SATANIC AND OCCULT DARK CRIMES FOR INTERVENTION AND INVESTIGATION

Begins March on Wednesday nights 715pm to 1015pm (blog talk radio) with chat, call in and direct questions for each of the training nights. More than a talk show...this is in-depth training. A audio introduction will be made and posted Feb. 2013 Registration begins March 7th

Goals:
1. To acquire accurate and detailed information in the investigation and intervention of satanic/occult crimes as they relate to the sra/mpd/did phenomenon and what’s to come.
2. To gain the skills Spiritual, Mental and Physical for enablement to help the victims of these crimes.
3. To gain the skills to help stop these crimes, expose the methods, networks and individuals who perpetrate these crimes

Requirements:
1. To become as spiritually strong in Christ as you can. In knowledge, life, prayer, evangelism and ministry. You will have to become very strong and powerful. Acts 9:22; Joshua 1:9
2. To learn this information for helping in the work of intervention and investigation on behalf of victims and the exposure of satanic and occult crimes
3. Attend the meetings on the web, do the homework and be willing to help
4. Make sure that you do not use this course to go on your own to investigate these crimes or represent yourself as a SIIU working if you are not certified
5. You will be encouraged to go on Shatter REEP trips and may be asked to help in a Shatter SIIU dark crimes case.

Cost:
For 12 to 14 week course with a three hour class time (two hours of session lecture and one hour of Q&A). We will do this training course FREE but suggest a donation support of this the Shatter work. There is a cost for the workbook ($25), you will have to purchase all the books that I recommended on your own if you want them. You can pay by donating on line or locally. If you cannot afford this training you can take the course and send donations whenever you can otherwise its free. The Shatter SIIU new web site will have all of the things you will need and or need to order.
OUTLINE FOR THIS COURSE  
(When done online live)

EACH WEEK: 2 to 3 hours long. Two separate lecture sessions one hour each along with interviews from sra/mpd victims, book authors, investigators and experts in various areas. A 1 hour question and answer time.

Sessions per each week/class:

1. WEEK ONE
   a. Introduction to Occult and Satanic Crimes
   b. Spiritual Empowerment and Biblical backgrounds
   c. With special guest tba

2. WEEK TWO
   a. What you should know about Satanic Ritual abuse
   b. What do they do to create/make the victims
   c. With special guest tba

3. WEEK THREE
   a. Finding the victims and engaging 4 generations
   b. Prayer mapping/listing a case, a victim and the web
   c. With special guest tba

4. WEEK FOUR
   a. Gathering information from the reports, literature and talk
   b. Gathering information from the victims and sub personalities
   c. With special guest tba

5. WEEK FIVE
   a. Gathering information from God given sources and verification
   b. Gathering information from the community sources
   c. With special guest tba

6. WEEK SIX
   a. Gathering information from locations and finding ritual sites
   b. Gathering confidence and breaking down fear
   c. With special guest tba
7. WEEK SEVEN
   a. On guard for mis- and disinformation and set ups
   b. On guard for retaliation from the demonic and perpetrators
   c. With special guest tba

8. WEEK EIGHT
   a. Protection for the victims, yourself and your team
   b. Protection and backup, law enforcement and force
   c. With special guest tba

9. WEEK NINE
   a. Keeping records, audio, filming and notebook files
   b. Surveillance and tracking down victims and perpetrators
   c. With special guest tba

10. WEEK TEN
    a. Networking with local police and investigators
    b. Chain of information and evidence. Data for exposure
    c. With special guest tba

11. WEEK ELEVEN
    a. Seeking help for the victims looking at generations
    b. Evaluation, progress and expanding the investigation
    c. With special guest tba

12. WEEK TWELVE
    a. Exposing radical evil, nailing perpetrators, case files
    b. Legalities, facts, skeptics, reporting and God’s providence
    c. With special guest tba

13. WEEK THIRTEEN
    a. Resources for helping victims move to full healing
    b. Resources for investigations and webbing the case
    c. With special guest tba
14. WEEK FOURTEEN
   a. Building a team and giving assignments
   b. How faith can move mountains and beat radial evil
   c. With special guest tba

This course may go to 18 weeks... tba

Other topics can and will be added to the theme and focus of this course.

To add to this training series we will hold a conference in September 2013

I hope you will seek to come to the
MAJOR SHATTER CONFERENCE

SIIU SATANIC AND OCCULT CRIMES CONFERENCE
SEPTEMBER FRIDAY SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

“SILENCE IN THE FACE OF EVIL IS ITSELF EVIL: GOD WILL NOT HOLD US GUILTLESS.
NOT TO SPEAK IS TO SPEAK.
NOT TO ACT IS TO ACT.”

- Dietrich Bonhoeffer

Please check the WWW.SHATTERTHEDARKNESS.NET web site for more and upcoming details. You can sign up for the weekly PREEMPTOR Intel news update (with the monthly PREEMPTOR NEWSLETTER) see the shatter site to submit your email address. All teaching and materials from shatter-audios videos and testimonies are copyright © all rights reserved.